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It’s the War Economy
Stupid

A Dialogue about Iraq
John Burdick
This is an excerpt from a longer piece that was used in SPC’s
“Talking About the War” skill share on January 30. For the full
version: <www.peacecouncil.net>; for more future skill shares,
see page 3.
Question: So you’re a peace activist? Well, no one’s talking
about the war anymore. The economy is the real issue people
are worried about this year.

Winter Soldier,
page 7

Answer: Actually, it doesn’t make much sense to talk about
the economy without talking about the impact of the war. Since
September 11, 2001, Congress has allocated $691 billion to cover
war and occupation costs in Iraq and Afghanistan, according to
the Congressional Budget Ofﬁce (CBO). And since we’re paying for it almost entirely on credit, the real cost is going to be
in the trillions of dollars – in fact, the CBO has estimated that

continued on page 5
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The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded in 1936, is
an antiwar/social justice organization. We are communitybased, autonomous and funded by the contributions of our
supporters.
SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation in any form will no longer exist.
We challenge the existing unjust power relationships among
nations, among people and between ourselves and the environment. As members, we work to replace inequality, hierarchy,
domination and powerlessness with mutual respect, personal
empowerment, cooperation and a sense of community.
Present social injustices cannot be understood in isolation
from each other, nor can they be overcome without recognizing their economic and militaristic roots. SPC seeks to make
these connections clear. We initiate and support activities
that help build this sense of community and help tear down
the walls of oppression. A fundamental basis for peace and
justice is an economic system that places human need above
monetary proﬁt. We establish relationships among people
based on cooperation rather than competition or the threat
of destruction.
Our political values and personal lives shape and reﬂect
each other. In both, we are committed to nonviolent means
of conﬂict resolution and to a process of decision-making that
responds to the needs of us all.

Educate, Agitate, Organize: SPC IN ACTION
compiled by Carol Baum

Support IVAW’s Winter
Soldier

* Winter soldiers, according to Thomas
Paine, are the people who stand up for the
soul of their country, even in its darkest
hour.

national actions is the pillars that support
the war – Congress, military recruitment,
war proﬁteers and the media. Our next
planning meeting will be Wednesday,
March 5. Contact Jessica.

In 1971, Viet Nam veterans gathered publicly in what they called the Winter Soldier
Investigation* to testify to war crimes they
No Business as Usual
committed or witnessed in Viet Nam. Now
Activist Skill Shares
in another war, winter soldiers are speaking We will not be having any big Saturday
We’re
now halfway through our series of
out at a four-day hearing organized by Iraq afternoon marches in DC or NYC this
activist
skill shares. Designed to be interacMarch
to
mark
the
US
invasion.
As
we
Veterans Against the War (IVAW) called
th
tive
and
informal, they have provided an
year
of
the
US
occupation
of
close
the
5
Winter Soldier: Iraq and Afghanistan. From
opportunity for both experienced
March 13-16, veterans
organizers and new people to
will come together in
share their experience, strengths
Washington, DC to
and questions. We have three
testify about their exprograms remaining: March
periences.
12 - Street Theatre and Puppets
SPC strongly sup(Artrage Gallery, 505 Hawley
ports this signiﬁcant
Ave.), March 26 - Talking about
event. We are promotthe War: Presentations (Women’s
ing it as well as raising
Info Center, 601 Allen St.),
money to help local
April 9 – Outreach & Publicity:
IVAW members go to the
Spreading the Word (Women’s
hearings. On Tuesday,
Info Center). All are Wednesdays,
March 4 at 7 pm, SPC
6:30-8:30 pm.
will host a screening of
the acclaimed documentary on the 1971 Winter
We’re Moving:
Soldier Investigation at
Please Help
the Red House at 201 S.
After many months of preparaWest St. ($5-10 sliding
tion, SPC is leaving our decadesscale). For more details
old ofﬁce at 924 Burnet for the
on the hearing and the
Syracuse Center for Peace and
ﬁlm, see article on Student activists who helped SPC organize “Rock Against the War”. From l to r:
Laura
Bruner
(Le
Moyne
College);
Molly
Levy-Roseroot,
Mariel
Fiedler
and
Emily
Social Justice at 2013 E. Genesee.
page 7.
Elkin (all from Student Peace Action Network at SU). Photo: Carol Baum.
SPC recently orgacontinued on next page
nized a “Rock Against
the War” fundraiser for Winter Soldier. Iraq, we ask members of our community
Many thanks to the bands who donated to join us on Wednesday, March 19 at
SPC MONTHLY PROGRAM
their services: Mandate of Heaven, Tropi- noon at Clinton Square for a rally, march
cal Attitude and Mustached Riders (and and action calling for an end to the war.
What’s wrong with the
Elisha Delios who couldn’t come due to We encourage everyone to consider taking
illness). Also thanks to Funk n’ Wafﬂes, the day off from work to spend the day
US Economy…and What
the Student Peace Action Network (SU), engaged in action for peace. Organize your
We can do about It
and the committee of Dave Lester, Laura classmates or co-workers to come to the
demonstration. There will also be nonviolent
Bruner, Rose Viviano and Carol Baum
Tuesday, March 18 7- 8:30 pm
For more information, contact Car- direct actions happening at multiple sites
in DC on the 19th. The focus of local and
ol.
Westcott Community Center
(826 Euclid Ave.)
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A discussion of the current crisis in
the US economy and what we might
do to create a more inclusive and just
economic system.
Free. Refreshments provided.
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If anyone with IT
skills would like to join the
team, contact Carol.

Weekly Peace Outreach
The dark days of winter are passing.
Join us at busy intersections to say
“End the War Now.”

Kids and Youth:
Express Yourself

The Syracuse Peace Council is starting a new column
for kids and youth ages 6
to 18 in the Peace Newsletter. The column will have
a variety of topics. April,
May and June’s topic will
be the environment. Entries can be about global
warming/climate change,
The IT team preparing SPC’s new home. From l to r: Kanat Bolazar, green power, endangered
species, Onondaga Creek,
Mike Miller, Carol Baum, Andy Molloy and Paul Melnikow.
Onondaga Lake, bio-regional living, organic food,
SPC in Action / from previous page
local food, your future on earth, what kids
We will move in two phases. On March 29 are doing or could do to protect the earth
starting at 9 am, we’ll move everything and anything else that’s important to you
on the ﬁrst ﬂoor (desks, tables, supplies, about the environment.
Submissions should be 200 or 400
computers, etc.); later we’ll attack the attic
word
essays, 25 lines of poetry, or black
and the garage.
and
white
drawings no larger than 4”x7”.
Please help:
Submissions:
leyanadessauer@yahoo.
•
Bring boxes anytime.
com
•
Help pack the week of March 24.
– Leyana Dessauer
•
Help us move on March 29.

•
Bring lunch or snacks for hungry
mov
ers.
•
Volunteer your van, truck or
large station wagon.
If you can help with any of the
above, please contact Carol or Jess.

Activist Appreciation:
IT Team

Every Tuesday 4:45-5:30pm
March 4 - E. Genesee St. and Erie
Blvd. (Dewitt)
March 11 - Geddes St. and W. Genesee
St. (Westside)
March 18 - Teall Ave. & Rt. 690
(Eastside)
March 25 - Rt. 11 (in front of Northern
Lights Shopping Center, Mattydale)
April 1 - Adams St. and Rt. 81 (Downtown)

They’re IT – SPC’s Information Technology team (aka “radical techies”).
They’ve been meeting for a year, to
develop an IT vision for SPC, begin
work on it, help with problems, and
prepare SPC’s new space at the Center
to accommodate our technology.
They have recently spent many
hours at the Center, drilling, crawling
around tiny dusty spaces, putting in
wire molding and pulling cable.
Great thanks to Kanat Bolazar,
Paul Melnikow, Mike Miller and Andy
Molloy for sharing their expertise
in such a friendly way, and to Carol
Baum (aka “a user”) for facilitating.
Thanks also to Brian Dominick and Tim Judson (far left, next to Peter Swords and Craig Schaub)
Tom Hart for helping out with the at Hiroshima Day Commemoration 2004. Photo: Paul
Pearce.
wiring project.
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Beat the Bush to Help SPC

In May, the George W. Bush “stimulus”
checks will start going out. George hopes
that everyone will go on a shopping spree,
his version of saving the economy. What’s
the last thing he would want you to spend
your “stimulus” check on?
Hmmm… It’s not hard to think of an
answer. If you like the idea of pledging
part or all of your check to SPC, please
contact Carol (or just send in money when
it comes).

MAEP’s Active in the
Schools

The Military Alternative Program
(MAEP) is about to put together a career
fair for the inner city high schools in
April on social justice. In addition we
are hoping the juniors and seniors will
participate in our MAEP logo contest.
All information will be posted on our
website (see SPC’s website). We have
monthly tabling in the high schools
providing up-to-date information for
all students on alternatives to joining the military. To help out, contact
Beverly.

NYC’s Gain is Our Loss

The departure of community activist
Tim Judson (he’s off to work for UNITE
Here in New York City) is a great loss
for the Peace Council and the broader
community. Tim was an SPC staffer
during a difﬁcult time in the late 90s
and has served on SPC’s Advisory

continued on page 12

Iraq Dialogue / from page 1
interest payments on the debt alone will be $2.7 trillion over
the next decade. All this money, and both Iraq and Afghanistan
are still a mess.
Question: But the surge is working. All the reports I hear and
read are that the violence in Iraq has really dropped. Isn’t this
proof that Bush was right and that all Iraq needed was an extra
infusion of US troops?
Answer: 2007 was the deadliest year for US troops, with 901
killed; and the second bloodiest for Iraq as a whole, with at least
22,586 civilian deaths. Resistance attacks on US forces are still
running at 2,000 a month, and the level of violence is back to
roughly where it was in 2004-05 – seen as disastrous at the time.
So, there has been a relative reduction in deaths, but hundreds of
Iraqis continue to die every month.
Plus, this “reduction” in violence
is being bought at an incredibly
high and volatile price, a price
that in fact is rendering Iraq even
more dangerous.
Question: What do you mean?
Answer: Well, the reduction is
being achieved by ethnic cleansing and the creation of ethnicallybased militia-armies. The single
most important force “reducing”
violence is the territorial segregation in Iraq of its ethnic groups.
By driving Sunnis out of Shia
dominated areas, and vice versa,
the US military, under General
Petraeus, has helped to carve Iraq
into mutually hostile, armed ethic
territories. So, there’s a temporary
“peace,” but the militias of both of these areas are consolidating,
re-arming and preparing for assaults on each other.

US has an excuse for its continuing military occupation, and it
keeps Iraq from making a powerful political alliance with Iran,
or instituting a nationalist oil policy.
Question: Hmmm. Sounds like a leftwing conspiracy theory to
me. I think you’re underestimating the real changes that are
taking place in Iraq. I’ve read that thousands of Iraqis, pleased
by what they see as a drop in violence and return of security,
are returning to their homes.
Answer: Look, there are at least three things to consider here.
First, all the reports we have from governments and humanitarian aid agencies tell us that since September 25,000-35,000
Iraqis have tried to return to their homes. Given that four million
people have been driven from their homes since March 2003 by
the war, ethnic cleansing and US occupation, that means that
fewer than one percent of the displaced have tried to return home.
Generally, post-war returns are not
considered successful until 60-70%
of displaced persons have been
allowed to return to their original
homes. Second, the best evidence we
have is that all but about 5-10% of
these people are returning because
they have been forced to do so by
host governments such as Syria,
Jordan and Lebanon. Finally, these
numbers don’t say anything about
what is happening to these returnees
– what fear, new displacement or
threats they now face.

Question: What about those citizen councils they keep talking
about? Isn’t that proof at the grassroots level that the Iraqis
with the help of the US are starting to put their own society in
order?
Answer: This is where the “Awakening Councils” in the western
provinces come into the picture. These groups, highly armed by
the US, are credited with “going after” extremists and al Qaeda.
But these Councils are made up of the very Sunni insurgents who
just a few months ago were ﬁghting the US. They are accepting arms from the US in order to become a ﬁghting force, now
numbering about 80,000 (larger than the national army), that can
menace the Shia-based government in Baghdad.
You could compare this with US policy supporting mujahideen
in Afghanistan in the 1980s, though in Iraq there is much more
fragmentation among the various Councils than there was among
the mujahideen. In that regard, the current policy lends itself
to greater US control. By keeping Iraq divided and weak, the

Question: You see the negative side
to everything! What about that new
law they passed welcoming in exBaath party people? Doesn’t that
show that Bush was right in thinking that all the Iraqis needed
was some breathing room and the Parliament would start passing
the laws they needed for national reconciliation?
Answer: If you read the text of the law and listen to politicians
on both sides you’ll see that the Shia have passed a law which,
far from being about “national reconciliation,” is about the domination of one group over another. In 2007, the Shia-dominated
Maliki government promised it would draw in ex-Baathists to
government jobs, raising the expectation for some sort of political
reconciliation. Yet the core of the new law is the exclusion of all
former Baathists, even the lowest-ranking ones, from paying jobs
in all the key ministries – including the justice, interior, defense,
ﬁnance and foreign ministries. The law breaks the promise of
offering military and police jobs to the thousands of Sunni Arabs who have joined the Awakening Councils. “Many Baathists
hated the Baath Party,” said Khalaf Aulian, a Sunni politician,
“but they were part of it to have a job. By this law, we will push
them into the insurgency.” A law being trumpeted in the press as
“proof” that the “surge is working” is actually a new ﬂashpoint
for ethnic resentment, anger and violence.

John is a professor at Syracuse University and has been an active
member with SPC’s Iraq Organizing Committee.

continued on page 6
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Kennedy Square: Part I
Chrissie Rizzo
Kennedy Square Apartments opened in 1975,
with over 300 apartments for low and moderate
income families. This sprawling complex on the
eastern edge of downtown Syracuse changed owners often, and
the apartments fell into disrepair. The complex was seized by
the Empire State Development Corporation (ESDC) from the
prior owner for failure to pay its New York State-guaranteed
mortgage. Wynn Management was then hired by ESDC to
manage the property, which it intended to eventually sell.
While tenants had to deal with poorly-maintained apartments
and crime in the complex, many chose to stay. Some people
felt they had built a community there. Many were satisﬁed with
the cost of living there—rents were subsidized and utilities were
included. Families with disabled members found the thought
of moving unappealing.
Last fall, there were 80 families living at Kennedy Square.
They received letters in late October, informing them that they
had 90 days to vacate their apartments. They had to be out by
Chrissie Rizzo is the local area director of the American Friends
Service Committee

January 24, 2008. Syracuse Housing Authority was brought in
to assist with relocation.
The written notice the residents received promised them money
to assist with their moving expenses, as most of the families who
lived there had very low incomes. Later, they received word
that they did not qualify for moving assistance funds under the
Federal Uniform Relocation Act, but that ESDC would provide
moving assistance funds at a slightly lower rate. Families were
offered $850, $1,000 or $1,150, depending on apartment size.
Tenants were also offered a “bonus move-out incentive” payment
of $600 if they relocated by January 10, 2008.
Residents felt they were getting a raw deal. They engaged
a lawyer from Legal Aid to demand an explanation of why they
didn’t qualify for the higher amount of moving assistance. They
organized themselves to demand answers.
By the ﬁrst week of December, residents were angry and
desperate. Families received an “advance” of 20% of their moving allowance to help them start the process of ﬁnding a new
home. The balance would be available after turning in their keys.
Moving out under a deadline is a stressful proposition. Trying
to ﬁgure out how to pay movers, ﬁrst month’s rent, and security
deposit while they could not access the balance of their “moving
money” until they had vacated the premises was unbearable.
Next month: How the families fared, and what you can
do to make a difference to families who depend on subsidized
housing.

Iraq Dialogue / from page 5
Question: Well, all of this is easy for you to say, because you’re
not an Iraqi who has to face the dangers of living there every
day. I think I read somewhere that the Iraqi people themselves
want the US to stay in order to protect them. Right?
Answer: Wrong. Every survey, poll and focus group conducted
in Iraq through December of 2007 – even those conducted by
the US military itself – shows the same pattern: overwhelming
majorities of Iraqis, of all ethnic groups, view the US military
as the primary source of violence in the country, and see the
departure of the US military as key to national reconciliation.
In September, 70% of the Iraqis polled believed the surge had
worsened conditions for political dialogue. And in December,
intensive research conducted by the military itself revealed
that a clear majority of Iraqis of all sectarian and ethnic groups
“believe that the US military invasion is the primary root of the
violent differences among them.”
Question: Fine, OK. But at the end of the day, all political and
military leaders agree that the US will be leaving Iraq sooner
or later. Right?
Answer: Wrong. In reality the consensus among political and
military elites is just the opposite. That’s why the Bush administration is working so hard to establish a “Long-Term Relationship
of Cooperation and Friendship” with Iraq, to pave the way for
the long-term occupation that will make Iraq a permanent client
state of the US. The “Declaration of Principles for a Long-Term
Relationship of Cooperation and Friendship” established in
November 2007 and to be ﬁnalized by June 2008, establishes
permanent US military bases in Iraq and preferential treatment
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for US energy conglomerates and investors. To ensure these goals,
the Declaration stipulates that US troops will relocate to 20 huge
bases, and that 50,000 will remain in the country indeﬁnitely,
explicitly rejecting any timetables for withdrawal. “These bases,”
according to Debka-Net-Weekly, a web site associated with
Israeli military intelligence, “are under construction; they will
be secured by broad swathes of space, fortiﬁed with weaponry
and remote-controlled electronic devices.”
Today’s leading presidential candidates say they will
withdraw US troops from combat theatres in Iraq but plan to
leave tens of thousands in huge military bases. Both Clinton
and Obama agree with the Republicans that Iraq is too important to US oil and security interests to leave to the Iraqis. Not
surprisingly, although the Declaration hardly produced a ripple
in the US media, both Sunni and Shia politicians are outraged.
For them, the Maliki agreement sanctions “US interference for
years to come.” The Association of Muslim Scholars said the
Iraqi signatories of the Declaration would be looked on as “collaborators with the occupier.” Remember the Sunni army (the
Awakening Councils) the US is helping to form? That creates a
constant state of inter-ethnic tension between Sunni and Shia,
which allows the US to pressure Shia central government in
Baghdad to not become aligned with Iran, to admit permanent
US bases and accept agreements to submit Iraq’s oil industry to
non-Iraqi corporate control.
Question: Shoot. I have to think this over. I’ll get back to you
later, OK?
Answer: OK.

Winter Soldiers Speak Out: 1971 and 2008
Carol Baum
These are the times that try men’s souls.
The summer soldier and sunshine patriot
will, in this crisis, shrink from the service
of his country; but he that stands it now,
deserves the love and thanks of man and
woman.
– These words begin Thomas Paine’s
ﬁrst Crisis pamphlet, written in 1776 to
inspire the colonists in their struggles with
the British.

Winter Soldier Investigation,
1971: Viet Nam
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
requests your presence at the Winter Soldier Investigation (an inquiry into US War
Crimes in Indochina). The hearing will be
held at the Howard Johnson’s New Center
Motel Lodge, Detroit, Michigan, January
31, February 1 and 2, 1971. The purpose
of this investigation is to preclude the
further scapegoating of individual soldiers
for what is in fact Ofﬁcial United States
Military Policy.
– The invitation to the Winter Soldier
Investigation (WSI), found in WSI’s FBI
ﬁle.
WSI was held one month after the revelations of the My Lai massacre, in which
Lt. William Calley was held responsible

Winter Soldier 1972
Beneﬁt showing of the
acclaimed documentary
Tuesday, March 4 at 7 pm
The Redhouse (201 S. West St., corner
of West and Fayette; parking lot directly
behind Redhouse, also paid lots and
on-street parking)
$5-10 sliding scale (no one turned
away)
Net proceeds to help local IVAW
members attend the Winter Soldier
hearings
Introduced by members of IVAW and
Veterans for Peace
View a ﬁlm trailer at wintersoldierﬁlm.com
For information contact
carol@peacecouncil.net 472-5478

for the massacre, by US soldiers, of
civilians. WSI was intended to prove
that incidents like My Lai were not
an aberration but instead the result
of US policy, and that war crimes
were common procedure.
109 veterans representing almost
every major combat unit came to
the three-day investigation to give
testimony about war crimes they
had seen or committed. They were
grouped by unit into panels, so that
they could corroborate each other’s
statements and establish that their
experiences were the result of unitwide practices. Testimony covered
broad policy concerns (such as the
use of chemical agents) as well as
incidents of war crimes (such as
torture). There were also open discussions on such topics as “What Are
We Doing in Vietnam,” racism in the
military, and press censorship. Over
700 veterans attended WSI.
The hearings were monumental
in their revelations. Immediately following
WSI, several congressmembers announced
they were calling for congressional investigations based on the testimony. A complete
transcript was eventually entered into the
Congressional Record and thereby made
available to the public.
Outside of Detroit, with the exception of Paciﬁca Radio and a few left-wing
publications, WSI was barely covered by
the media.

Winter Soldier, The Film:
1972
Knowing that this story needed to be
told, a group of independent ﬁlmmakers
came together as the Winterﬁlm Collective to document WSI. Over the next
eight months they edited the raw footage
into the 95-minute documentary Winter
Soldier. It was released in early 1972
and won praise in Europe but was hardly
shown in the US.
In 2005, Milliarium Zero, a company
whose purpose is to obtain and distribute
strong political ﬁlms, picked up Winter
Soldier. “The context is why we wanted to
Carol is coordinating local Winter Soldier
events.

do it,” stated one of the owners. The war in
Iraq has made the ﬁlm as relevant as it was
37 years ago, with scenes that could have
been ripped from today’s headlines.
The ﬁlm has had some theatrical showings, to rave reviews. The Washington Post
reported that the ﬁlm is “an eerily prescient
antiwar plea and a dazzling example of
ﬁlmmaking… the eloquent, unforgettable
tale of profound moral reckoning.”
The Syracuse Peace Council will show
the ﬁlm in support of the upcoming Winter
Soldier hearings (see box). We thank the
distributor, who, when asked about rights
to show it, said that anyone could show it
in the next month for free.

Winter Soldier, 2008: Iraq and
Afghanistan
In 1971, a courageous group of veterans exposed the criminal nature of the
Vietnam War in an event called Winter
Soldier. Once again, we will demand that
the voices of veterans are heard.
Once again, we are ﬁghting for the
soul of our country…
Winter Soldier: Iraq and Afghanistan
will feature testimony from US veterans who
served in those occupations, giving an ac-

continued on page 8
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Winter Soldier / from page 7
curate account of what is really happening
day in and day out, on the ground.
– From the Iraq Veterans Against the
War (IVAW) website, ivaw.org
From March 13-16, 2008, veterans
of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan will
gather just outside Washington, DC to
share their experiences with the people
of the United States and the world. Their
testimony will show that wrongdoings in
Iraq and Afghanistan are once again not
isolated, random incidents.
Because of space constraints, the

��������������

event is not open to the public. However,
there will be various ways to listen to and
watch it:
•
Live television through Dish Net
work (March 14 and 15 only)
•
Live video stream on the web (entire
time)
•
Live audio stream through kpfa.org
(March 14-16)
Check ivaw.org for updates. Also, the
Peace Council might be able to organize
group showings – contact SPC if you’re
interested.
IVAW has created a short ﬁlm featuring three IVAW members who will be

testifying at Winter Soldier. You can view
the ﬁlm at ivaw.org.

How to Help
•
•
•
•
•

Come to SPC’s screening of Winter
Soldier (1972).
Tell people about the upcoming Win
ter Soldier hearings.
Ask the local media to report on it.
Organize people to watch and listen
to it together.
Help send local IVAW members to
the hearing (make checks payable
to SPC, with IVAW/Winter Soldier
in the memo line)
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Reframing “Illegal” in the Immigration Debate
Patricia Rector
In the powerful documentary ﬁlm, “Crossing
Arizona,” a self-deputized Arizona border
vigilante explains his interest in personally supplementing the law enforcement
activities of federal border agents. He
stalks Mexican men, women and children
who have crossed the desert. He carries a
gun. His query to a group of frightened,
grossly dehydrated Mexicans is “What
is it about ‘illegal’ that you people don’t
understand?”
That query has haunted me because
it goes to the heart of the current debate
on immigration policy. I have repeatedly
heard versions of this question here in
Central New York (CNY). The phrase
“illegal alien” or “illegal immigrant” is
imbedded in the general public’s perception
and severely limits not only our view of
our seriously broken immigration system,
but criminalizes people who, like our own
immigrant forbearers, are hard-working
and family-focused.
The reasoning goes that a human being
who is labeled “illegal” must be a criminal
and therefore deserves to suffer any and all
injuries. Never mind that crossing a border
is a civil not a criminal offense. Such niceties are lost in the politicized atmosphere
which scapegoats approximately 20 million people who are “without documents”
in the US.
Many undocumented people in CNY
have been coming here for years, working
in ﬁelds, dairy farms and food processing
plants in jobs that have not appealed to
US citizens. Local farmers have come
to depend upon migrant labor. When the
strawberries are ready, they must be picked.
Locally, because of Operation Return to
Sender, farmers are seeing a 30% reduction
in their workforce.
Across the country, some seasonal
workers have decided that the risks they
take and the isolation they suffer are
simply not worth the cold reception they
have received. You can be stopped if you
“look” Latino (or Haitian, or Ghanaian, or
Filipino) on your way to the ER, grocery
Pat Rector is coordinator of the CNY Labor-Religion Coalition and a member of the
Detention Task Force.

Caption: An Immigration Rights Rally in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Credit: www.cpresente.org

store or in the Laundromat. If you board
or travel through CNY on a train or a
bus (even if you are on your way back to
Mexico), you can expect to be confronted
by a federal immigration agent and asked
to prove you are a citizen.
Such stops in recent months have
resulted in hundreds of people being interrogated by federal border patrol agents and
then hauled off to local jails, county prisons
and the Buffalo Federal Detention Center
in Batavia, New York. Most of those who
have been detained are people of color.
I admit that there is much about “illegal” that I do not understand. Here are
some of my own queries:
• Why are corporations allowed to cross
borders freely while workers are not?
• Why are the “illegal” actions of contractors ignored when they violate wage
standards, health and safety laws and
regulations governing proper disposal of
hazardous material (not to mention degrading standards for unionized and prevailing
wage employers)?
• Why don’t we call US “free” trade
treaties “illegal” since they have impoverished whole communities, both in the
US and in Third World nations, ravaged
the environment and forced families to
break apart just to survive? The “free” in

“free trade” seems to mean “free to rob,
pillage and drive foreign businesses into
the ground.
• Why isn’t it “illegal” for government
ofﬁcials to wink at corporations that use
labor contractors for the sole purpose of
avoiding adherence to local, state and
federal work laws?
• Why don’t people who are vehemently
opposed to “illegal” immigration realize
that the food that they eat is the product
immigrant labor?
Each generation faces its own unique
moral challenges. There are times when
at ﬁrst we simply do not believe what is
in front of us, in part, because to believe
it would require us to act. I argue that
a new form of slavery is in front of us:
people torn from their families; force used
to separate children from their parents,
spouses from each other and aging parents
from the adult children caring for them.
Our migrant brothers and sisters are not
the only victims of the global economy
in Central New York. Job layoffs, union
bashing, downsizing, health care cuts, pension reductions and job insecurity threaten
many in our community. We can learn much
from solidarity and accompaniment with
those who are the most vulnerable – about
how we can survive and ﬁght for what we
care for most.
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Book Highlight

Brian Lanker’s “I Dream A World: Portraits of Black
Women Who Changed America”
Renee-Noelle Felice

There are elected ofﬁcials among
who have made names for themselves:
The format of I Dream A World is simple: Coretta Scott King became the president these dreamers, too. We meet California
a black & white photographic portrait on and CEO of the King Center for Nonvio- Assemblywoman, Majority Whip Maxine
one page; excerpts from an interview with lent Social Change, and chairperson of the Waters, and Congresswoman Yvonne Braiththe woman in the portrait on the opposite Martin Luther King, Jr. Federal Holiday waite; Texas Congressional Representative
page; a very brief biographical sketch in Commission. Myrlie Evers was appointed Barbara Jordan; Unita Blackwell, the ﬁrst
a slender column at the edge.
Commissioner to the Los Angeles Board black woman mayor in Mississippi, and
In her foreword, Maya Angelou gives of Public Works, and authored For Us the former chair of the Black Women Mayors’
us some historical perspective: “Black Living. Rachel Robinson, once an Assistant Caucus; Carrie Saxon Perry, the ﬁrst black
woman mayor of a major U.S.
women whose ancestors were
city (Hartford, Connecticut);
brought to the United States
Kentucky State Senator Georgia
beginning in 1619 have lived
Davis Powers; and Congressthrough conditions of cruelties so
women Harriet Elizabeth Byrd
horrible, so bizarre, the women
(Wyoming) and Shirley Chhad to re-invent themselves. They
isholm (Brooklyn, New York),
had to ﬁnd safety and sanctity
the ﬁrst black woman in the
inside themselves or they would
country elected to the House
not have been able to tolerate
of Representatives. “I have
those tortuous lives. They had
met far more discrimination as
to learn to be self-forgiving
a woman than being black in
quickly, for often their exterior
the ﬁeld of politics,” said Chexploits were at odds with their
isholm. “Nobody calls on black
interior beliefs. Still they had to
women to ﬁnd out what they’re
survive as wholly and healthily
thinking about because we’re
as possible in an infectious and
always part of somebody else’s
sick climate…
agenda…I want to organize
The photographer, Brian
Lanker, … has discovered women Caption: Angela Davis, one of the African American women highlighted in black women in this country
so that they’ll become a force
whose images show us the high the book, seen here at an SPC rally in October 2006.
to be reckoned with.”
cost of living and the rich reward
There are other activists, as well.
of thriving…These women regard us, un- Professor in Clinical Psychiatry at Yale
derstand us, gaze through us into a beyond School of Nursing, is president of the J.R. Bertha Gilkey, founder and president of
alien to our most common view…. The Development Corporation, and still chairs Urban Women, Inc., began ﬁghting for
welfare and tenants’ rights at the age of
sameness of their gaze informs us that they the Jackie Robinson Foundation.
will not be removed, that indeed although
Show-business phenomena Sarah fourteen. Newspaper editor Daisy Bates led
they are shaken, bruised, and uprooted, Vaughan, Cicely Tyson, Leontyne Price, the “Little Rock Nine” in the 1957 ﬁght to
they are determined to remain.”
Lena Horne, Ruby Dee, and Marian desegregate Central High School. Dr. Anna
But it is Lanker himself, writing in the Anderson share the spotlight with folk- Arnold Hedgeman was a member of the
Preface, who hands us the key to understand- singer/activist Odetta; Eva Jessye, choral cabinet of New York City’s Mayor Wagner
ing the activism of his subjects: “…All of director for Broadway’s ﬁrst production of for four years, and the only woman on the
the women in this book have dreamed of Porgy and Bess, and Katherine Dunham, administrative committee calling for the
a world not only better for themselves for dancer-choreographer, and performing arts 1963 March on Washington.
Johnnie Tillmon is founding chairpergenerations to come, a world where [sic] center founder. Here, too, are Grammycharacter and ability matter, not color or nominated jazz stylist Ernestine Anderson; son and director of the National Welfare
gender. As they dreamed that world, they “Mother” (Willie Mae Ford) Smith, “the Rights Organization. She says, “I believe
acted on those dreams[,] and they changed mother of gospel music;” storyteller Jackie in rhetoric to a certain extent. But you can
America.”
Torrence; LaMama Experimental Theatre only rhetoricize so long and then you have
Here, the ultra-famous (Oprah Winfrey, Club-founder/director Ellen Stewart; Beah to deal with fact…sometimes I had to start
Toni Morrison, Alice Walker, Rosa Parks, Richards, actor, poet and playwright; and a mess to get to the facts.”
Ruby Dee comments, “The world has
Angela Davis) rub elbows with widows prima ballerina Janet Collins, “the ﬁrst
black artist to perform on the stage of the improved mostly through people who are
Metropolitan Opera House.” “I felt like a unorthodox, who do unorthodox things.”
Renee-Noelle Felice is a local storyteller doorknob,” Collins told Lanker. “I was the Every woman in this book easily meets
and writer.
this criterion.
dancer who opened the door.”
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Shundahai Network: Building the Will for
Nuclear Abolition
Diane Swords
Shundahai Network has reafﬁrmed its goal of
nuclear abolition with an impressive ﬁve-year
plan – to open a new staffed ofﬁce in Las Vegas,
close the Nevada Nuclear Test Site (NTS), prevent
nuclear waste dumping at Yucca Mountain and return treaty lands to the Western Shoshone people.
I was fortunate to be at the January 11-13 strategy
meeting in Las Vegas with about 30 other activists
to be sure Shundahai’s abolitionist vision would
live on. To see the new energy in this organization,
recovering from recent ﬁnancial troubles and the
death of its founder and spiritual leader, gives
Western Shoshone spiritual leader Corbin Harney welcomes Tewa leader Gilbert Sanchez
and 30 anti-nuclear activists who walked from New Mexico to the Nevada Nuclear Test
great cause for hope.
Site (NTS) in 2002. This walk was followed by a protest of about 500 people at NTS. Since
Some people claim that the goal of nuclear
Harney’s death in July 2007, Shundahai Network has re-committed to continue the work
abolition is unrealistic. Environmentalist Chip Ward
and to raise the numbers of protesters into the thousands. Photo: Diane Swords
writes speciﬁcally about groups that accomplish
what is considered impractical. He includes Shundahai Network determined to bring together traditional Western Shoshone
in his book Hope’s Horizon, because, as he told me in a 2004 and long-time white anti-nuclear activists, whom many of the
interview, “I’m really attracted to groups that do things that are Shoshone characterized as immoral hippies. These groups had
impossible.” Shundahai Network, he notes, is not afraid to use very different cultures and ways of working. Their collaborathe language of abolition.
tion brought difﬁcult struggles and rich rewards, thanks to his
Jonathan Schell also supports nuclear abolition. Schell is a tireless bridge-building. Corbin’s charisma drew in people of
lecturer at Yale, Senior Fellow at the Nation Institute, and author many faiths and of no formal religion who were inspired by his
of 13 books, including The Fate of the Earth. In his book The dedication to all life.
Unﬁnished Twentieth Century, he argues that the task of nuclear
Corbin was also determined to bring 40,000 people to shut
abolition is imperative, not impossible. He asserts that the real down NTS. He saw this number as representing the protestors
impossibility is sustaining the current strategy of maintaining at the Soviet test site in Kazakhstan in 1989, led by the NevadaUS weapons while denying them to others. The alternatives are Semipalatinsk movement in which Corbin participated, and whose
total proliferation – a recipe for annihilation – or abolition. Clear work played a role in ending Soviet testing. The story of the
steps for abolition have been outlined. The difﬁculty is human, Nevada-Semipalatinsk alliance of US-Soviet anti-nuclear movenot technical: the will must be established. Shundahai Network ments had little exposure, but it must be made known as a prime
intends to build that public will.
example of the power of civil society. Reading of the effect US
Shundahai’s roots are in the Nuclear Weapons Freeze and protests at NTS had in inspiring activists in Kazakhstan reminds
American Peace Test (APT). The Freeze was the national move- us that no matter how discouraged we become about the effects
ment that swept the nation in the 1980s and brought the largest of our efforts, they may have ripples far beyond what we can
demonstration in US history to the streets of New York City in imagine. That is probably why Corbin insisted on publicizing this
1982. Its tactics were mainly national legislative actions and powerful if symbolic aim. (You can read more at <www.icanw.
ballot resolutions. In the western US, APT split from the Freeze org/1989> and <www.kazakhembus.com/echo26.html>.)
to focus on direct action, bringing thousands to protest and cross
Inspired by Corbin in his last years, a young woman named
the line to break the law at NTS during the same years. After Katheryn Nichol is volunteering several months of her time to
the1992 testing moratorium, APT succumbed to partial success write grants. She led Shundahai Network’s January strategy
and internal conﬂict.
session to develop plans on which to base these grants. Four top
But Western Shoshone spiritual leader Corbin Harney was strategies were selected by the group.
deeply concerned that nuclear weapons were still being develFirst, participants plan to hold gatherings at NTS each spring
oped at NTS through sub-critical tests and computer simulation. and fall, to energize current activists and inspire and train new
He helped to start an organization which the founders named ones. Many people report having their lives changed by such
Shundahai Network. The word Shundahai is spoken at the end events. Participants will gather for several days for informaof many Shoshone prayers, something like the word “amen.” tional workshops, skills trainings, formation of afﬁnity groups,
It means “peace and harmony with all creation” and signiﬁes ceremonies and fundraising concerts, all culminating in civil
the spiritual and unifying intentions of the group. Corbin was disobedience actions. One of the main topics of consideration
will be “Complex Transformation,” the plan of the Department
Diane is an anti-nuclear activist and adjunct faculty in Sociology
and Women’s Studies at Syracuse University.

continued on page 13
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Syracuse Youth in Action

SPC in Action / from page 4
Committee since it was founded in 2003.
He has played a central role in local and
regional organizing for safe energy, environmental protection and more recently
for public power. Tim’s broad analysis and
creative organizing will be sorely missed.
We wish him well in the big city, but hope
that indescribable Syracuse magnet draws
him back here in the future.

Syracuse Youth in Action, a group of high
school activists who are afﬁliated with SPC,
had a screening of the documentary The
Ground Truth, at Second Story Bookstore
(550 Westcott St) on Friday, February 8.
High school students and members of the
community came to watch this piercing
ﬁlm on young soldiers and their painful
experiences in the Iraq War. The event was

����������

a great success. Much of this success was
due to the student organizers, especially
Zack Brady, Ben Burdick, Jackie Parker
and Sophie Friedman. Thanks also to
Alexis Harwood who provided the group
with hospitality at her store. Many more
events are planned in the future. Feel free
to contact SPC for more information about
the group.
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Cable Franchise Renewal: Democracy Now?
Would you like to watch Democracy Now! on TV ﬁve days a
week?
How about your common council, county legislature, school
board, and public hearings?
Want more access to international news and public affairs
programming like Aljazeera English, France 24, Central China
TV, and BBC World?
Or maybe you’re a football fan frustrated you can’t watch
those Thursday night games on the NFL network?
Many other communities have these and other beneﬁts in
their cable franchise agreements. Syracuse could, too.
The Time-Warner cable franchise with the City of Syracuse
is up for renewal and now is the time we can demand that the
city negotiate a franchise agreement that meets our needs.
The existing ten-year franchise expired in September, but
was extended for six months by the state Public Service Commission. In March, another six-month extension is virtually
certain. The city and common council are just beginning to
address the issue.
The Broadcast Media Review Group of Central New York
has been researching this issue and talking to common councilors
and city ofﬁcials about the cable franchise renewal. It recommends the following.
On the process of cable franchise renewal, the city should
begin a formal performance review and community needs assessment with public hearings in order to determine what the
community wants from a new franchise agreement. In addition,
the city should also hire a qualiﬁed outside consultant to assist
in negotiations with Time-Warner. The city does not have the
in-house expertise to negotiate effectively with this transnational

corporation in the industry’s rapidly changing technological and
regulatory environment.
The content of a new franchise agreement should include
public control of public access, educational, and government (PEG)
programming, and technology, independent of, but well-funded
by, franchise fees, including:
- a citizen-elected board to administer PEG channels and
technology;
- three PEG channels as part of the basic tier in the lower
channels (not the present Channel 98 that is isolated from the
rest of the basic tier);
- a public access video and web-based media creation center
with up-to-date technology;
- broadcast of government meetings, including city council,
school board, county legislature, and public commissions and
hearings;
- universal community access to high-speed internet in
community internet centers in
order to bridge the digital divide
in Syracuse.
The Broadcast Media Review
Group of Central New York is working with SPC and other groups to
gain support for these goals. We need
help with research and organizing.
Please contact us: Doug Iglesrud,
471-5749, digelsrud@twcny.
rr.com or John Oldﬁeld, 475-6251,
johno@twcny.rr.com.
-Howie Hawkins

Shundahai Network / from page 4
of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)
to revitalize the nuclear weapons complex at eight locations
across the country, in violation of US obligations under the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. Activists plan major outreach
at the Democratic and Republican Conventions in August and
September to inform those attending and bring them out to the
Fall 2008 gathering.
Staff and volunteers will develop high school and college
curricula and introduce them into schools as a second strategy
component. These curricula will respond to promotional materials
being distributed by the Department of Energy. Models of such
curricula already exist. Through these programs, students will
learn about nuclear issues and about opportunities for resistance,
including internships that Shundahai Network will sponsor to
spread the outreach further.
Third, a “waste cask show” will be on the road by 2009.
Activists will travel to ﬁve locations each subsequent year with
a replica of a nuclear waste truck carrying a container of the
type that will come through many communities under plans to
dump nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain. Shows will highlight
opposition to continuing efforts to license Yucca Mountain
Repository, and to development of new power plants that will
produce more waste.

Finally, meetings with lawyers are under way to further efforts to return treaty lands. Shundahai Network is collaborating
with the Environmental Law Alliance Worldwide (ELAW) in
this project.
In Syracuse, Peace Action has reafﬁrmed its top priorities
as abolition of nuclear weapons and safe disposal of nuclear
contaminants. Could renewed attention to abolition be a trend?
Attention is certainly needed as we witness NNSA’s plans for
Complex Transformation to develop “usable” nuclear weapons,
President Bush’s budget request of $495 million for a Yucca
Mountain dump, and talk of a new nuclear power plant at Nine
Mile Point.
The Nevada-Semipalatinsk movement teaches the power
of collaboration. How can we, in Syracuse, learn from and collaborate with Shundahai Network? We can send representatives
to gatherings to be inspired and bring back insights. We can
contribute to the curriculum and propose it in our schools. We
can work with Peace Action and SPC to spread the attitude that
abolition is necessary and possible. We can send testimony and
attend hearings to oppose Complex Transformation – see <www.
fcnl.org> for instructions for sending testimony and a schedule
of hearings. And we can begin plans now to travel to the NTS
gathering in the fall.
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Stop renting - Buy a home!
We specialize in first time home buyers.

You can buy a home with friends, partners or family members
- we can show you how.
Thinking about home improvements?
Check out our options and start planning your
summer projects early!

471-1116
Call Greg at ext 230

Cooperative Federal
723 Westcott Street · Syracuse, NY 13210
471-1116 · www.cooperativefederal.org

Open to all members of
the Syracuse Peace Council

Savings federally insured to at least $100,000 and backed by the full faith and credit of the United States Government
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EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Open: Mon-Sat 11a-8p
Sundays 12-5p

* REIKI & ASTROLOGY
* BOOKS & CDs
* CRYSTALS
* PSYCHICS
* CLASSES
* MASSAGE
* JEWELRY
* & So Much More
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